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Part one: According to the pictures, put ( T ) or ( F );

( 5.1 points )

1. It's very cold in this season

4. It's a nice river.

2. He goes fishing.

5. The cows are on the hill.

3. It's a mountain.

6. He has a backache.

Part two: Which is different , according the words in parantes ( ):
(Pronunciation )(1 point )
1. ( south ) mountain , snowy , flower , plow
2. ( weather ) father , throat , there , then
Part three: According to the pictures , fill out the blanks: ( 2 points )
1. There is a ……………………….in my city.
2. I enjoy …………………………..in the garden.
3. The weather is…………………….. .
4. I usually…………………….in winter.

Part four: Choose the best answer; ( 1 point )
1. A: Where is Amin from?
a) Spain
2. A: Is he good running?
a) can run

B: He's ……………………. .
b) British

c) England
B: No, he………………………. .

b) is good at swimming

c) can’t swim
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Part five: Solve this puzzle ;

Time: 04
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( 2 points )
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1. What's …………………روستا. in English?
2. I have ………..flue.
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3. There is a lot of …………in fall?
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4. Saturday comes after…………….. .
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Part six: Read the passage below, then answer the questions:

Lahijan is one of the most important cities of Gilan province. The name "
Lahigan " is composed two parts;
" Lah " means silk and " jan " means place. So, Lahijan means " silk city ".
The weather in this city is cool and wet. It's famous for tea fields and
cookies. A lot of tourists come to Lahijan to enjoy the pleasant
environment and visit Sheitan Koh, Pool, Sheikh Zahed Shrine, Tea
museum, ……………. . The people of this city speak Gilaki. They climb
the mountain in their free time. It's a great city and I love it.

a) Give complete answer: ( 3 points )
1. What's the weather like in Lahijan?................................................................
2. What's Lahijan famous for? …………………………………………………
3. Are there a lot of museums in Lahijan?....................................................................
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b) Choose the best answer:
1. " Lah " means:
a) place

b)tea

c)silk

c)city

2…………………….the mountain is peoples hobby in Lahijan.
a) playing

b)working

c)going

d)climbing

3. Lahijan is in ……………province.
a) Iran

b)Gilan

c) Rasht

d) Tehran

You are completed but Nothing but your fears!!

Good Luck
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